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Even and Odd Count peyote

 Odd Count Peyote & Turn Around

Even count: is when the initail row is started with 
an even number of beads. 

Odd count: is when the initial count is started 
with an odd number of beads.

*On odd count peyote the turn around on the 
tail side will always involve a little driving 
around, because you will not be in the proper 
position to attach the last bead, and to turn to 
do the next row. 
There are several ways to do this. You can do 
the turn around Cynthia Rutledges’ Step up 
step down style (available on her web site) 
cynthiarutledge.net
Or looping thru the loop of thread on the edge, 
and then turning around. Not recommended. 
Or the figure 8 turn around. 
On the figure 8, the first time it is a little different 
that the rest of the times, because you don’t 
have enough rows.  I will also show you a quick 
turn if you are not worried about a pattern. 

New bead
*

step 1
Step 1: 
Pick up the last bead, and attach it to 
the bead in the work directly below, 
(making a U Turn), then go down one 
more bead on an angle as shown.

Step 2:
Make a U turn into the bead directly 
above
And go down one more bead on the 
angle.
(You should now be in the bead below 
the one you added. 

Odd count turn around. 
For the rest of the rows.. (On one side only) you 
will need to do the odd count turn around, so your 
thread is in the proper position to do the next row. 
While there are several ways to do this, I like this 
way and find it the easiest to do, once you 
memorize it.

step 2

step 3

Step 3:
Make another U turn to the bead directly 
above and now you are set to go!
Remember you only have to do this turn 
around on  this side of the strip.

1) String up an odd number of beads

2) Going towards the tail, do peyote stitch 
across.
For the last bead you will notice there is no 

Last bead
*

A word: Sometimes people say they don’t want 
to do odd count because it is a hassle. 
However, you need odd count to make 
patterns with a center, and if you want to make 
points etc.. It really isn’t hard and it is very 
important to know!

Attach it to the bead directly below, and go 
thru Two more beads.

Last bead
*

Last bead
*

Make a U turn into the bead directly below, go 
up a bead, down the next, and do a final U 
turn into the last bead added. You will now be 
in position to do the next row! Remember you 
only need to do this turn around on this side.
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